GREEN NEW MEAL WORKSHOP SERIES
PART I
FOODPRINTS 101

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Participants will learn about the environmental and social impacts of our food
system. This workshop will explore the journey that food takes from field to table,
looking at how we can ‘eat for the planet’ in ways that are both sustainable for
nature and ethical for people!

EVALUATION
We have developed quizzes in Kahoot! to complement all of our Green New Meal
workshops. These quizzes are hyperlinked throughout each workshop outline.
Please reach out to us if you have any difficulties accessing these resources.

WORKSHOP
LENGTH
Approximately 1.5-2
hours. Workshop
activities may also be
split up into sections
over the course of a few
sessions.

RECIPE
Pickled cherry
tomatoes. See next
page for equipment
needed. Refer to
supporting documents
for ingredients.

CURRICULUM
LINKS
Health and Physical
Education; Language;
Geography; the Arts;
Science and
Technology

Workshop updated Sept. 2022. If
you require this information in an
accessible format, please contact
jade@foodshare.net.
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GREEN NEW MEAL WORKSHOP SERIES
PART I
FOODPRINTS 101

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Participants will learn about the environmental and social impacts of our food
system. This workshop will explore the journey that food takes from field to table,
looking at how we can ‘eat for the planet’ in ways that are both sustainable for
nature and ethical for people!

TOPICS COVERED

WORKSHOP MATERIALS

Field to table process

Chart paper

What is a foodprint?

Sticky notes

What factors influence
our foodprint?

Sharpies or other markers

Environmental and
social factors in food
choices.

Glue, scissors, paint, etc. (if decorating
footprints)
Refer to supporting documents package for
additional materials.

Local food/food miles
Who are the foodprint
players?
Reducing our
foodprints.

COOKING EQUIPMENT
Colanders or strainers
Dish towels
Small saucepans, ideally with a pouring lip

Workshop updated
Sept. 2022. If you
require this information
in an accessible format,
please contact
jade@foodshare.net.
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Mixing spoons
Skewers or toothpicks
Mason jars with lid, washed with hot
soapy water and dried thoroughly
Canning funnel (optional)

GREEN NEW MEAL WORKSHOP SERIES
PART I
FOODPRINTS 101

KEY REMINDERS
BEGIN WITH A LAND
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

CONSIDER EQUITY
AND ACCESS

FoodShare acknowledges that the sacred land
in which we operate is situated upon the
traditional territories of the Wendat,
Haudenosaunee (Ho-den-oh-sho-nee), the
Anishinabeg (Ah-nish-in-nah-beg), and the
Mississaugas of the Credit. This territory is
covered by the Dish With One Spoon Wampum
Belt Covenant, an agreement between the
Anishinabeg and Haudenosaunee allied nations
to peaceably share and care for the lands
around the Great Lakes. FoodShare recognizes
the many Nations of Indigenous People, who
presently live on this land, those who have spent
time here and the ancestors who have hunted
and gathered on this land known as Turtle Island.

Brainstorm ways in which
you can avoid
marginalization due to
participants’ race,
ethnicity, sex, body/body
size, age, physical or mental
ability, culture, ancestry,
language, religious beliefs,
sexual orientation, gender
identity, socioeconomic
background or due to
stereotypes. How can you
make space for all learners?

Photo: Ogimaa Mikana
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KEY TERMS
Green new meal – Inspired by US Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and
Senator Edward Markeys’ fourteen-page resolution for their Green New Deal-a
proposal to address climate change, our very own FoodShare educator jade,
coined the term “Green New Meal” as a way to start the conversation on changes
that need to happen to realize the environmental and social impacts on our food
system.
Foodprint – The result of all of the steps it takes to get food from the field it was
grown in, to our plates. It is the collective social and environmental impact of our
food as it moves through the food system – this includes the ways it impacts the
environment, the welfare of animals, food and farmworkers.
Greenhouse gas – Greenhouse gasses like carbon dioxide and methane trap the
sun’s heat, sustaining life on Earth. Increases in greenhouse gas emissions caused
by human activity today contribute to climate change, as natural processes are
not able to remove enough carbon as is being released.
Climate change – Refers to changes in the Earth’s long-term weather patterns,
often as a result of human activity. Global warming and average rainfall or
snowfall are examples of measures of climate change.
Local food - Can mean different things to different people, depending on
geographic location, access to land and resources. For us, when we talk about
“local food”, we’re referring to food grown or produced within the province we live
in, so Ontario.
Food miles - Food miles refer to the distance travelled by a particular food to get
from “field to fork”, or from production through to consumption or purchase. Some
use food miles as a simple and direct measure of how environmentally sustainable
a particular food is. While it can be a useful tool, we think food miles are much
more valuable as part of a bigger picture (e.g. how was the food transported?
Was it grown in a greenhouse or in an open field? Were the farmworkers fairly
treated and adequately paid?)
Environmental impact - Any impacts on the environment (positive or negative) as
a result of human activity.
Social impact - The effect on people and communities that happens as a result of
an (in)action, an activity, project, programme or policy –e.g.: hunger, poverty,
health, well-being, affordable housing, access to quality education, decent work.
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MINDFUL EATING (10 MINUTES)

Adapted from Mindfulness
Without Borders

Before You Get Started: Prior to the workshop, ask students to bring a small food
item from home that they can hold in the palm of their hands. Or provide students
with a few options, if your budget allows it - raisins, seeds, dates, etc.
Prompt: You might feel silly doing this activity, it’s okay to remind participants
that it’s okay to laugh a little, if they get distracted, simply, ask them to bring their
attention back to the item of food in their hand or their breath. Ask participants to
follow the sound of your voice.
Begin by slowly reading the following meditation point by point aloud to the
group, pausing between each sentence.
Sit in a comfortable position. Allow both soles of your feet to connect to the
floor. Hold the food item in the palm of your hand. Relax your shoulders. Bring
your attention to the flow of your breath.
Look closely at what you are about to eat and imagine that this is the first time
you have ever seen something like it.
Notice its shape, colour, and texture as it rests in your palm.
Take your time exploring every aspect with curiosity.
Slowly bring the food close to your nose and take a deep breath.
Notice the scent, if any, and observe any thoughts or sensations that may
arise.
Gently close your eyes or look for a reference point somewhere on the floor
where you can return your eyes when they get distracted.
Now, bring the food close to your mouth; notice the anticipation you may feel
before eating it.
Gently place the food on your tongue without chewing it.
Notice how it feels and how your body reacts as the food rests in your mouth.
Slowly take your first bite and notice the sensations while chewing. Chew
slowly.
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MINDFUL EATING (10 MINUTES)

Adapted from Mindfulness
Without Borders

Savour the taste.
Pay attention to how the food goes down your throat. Can you trace its path
from mouth to belly?
If you get distracted, simply bring your attention back to the experience of
taste.
Notice how long the flavour lingers in your mouth. As the flavour vanishes,
notice how you feel.
Bring your attention to the flow of your breath. You don’t need to breathe in a
special way, your body already knows how to breathe. Notice each breath
coming into your body with an in-breath, and leaving it with an out-breath.
Let’s reflect on the fact that the food you are eating involves many elements
that went into making and getting it into your hands:
The earth, the sun, the wind and the rain,
The land it was grown on, and the soil it was grown in,
The animals that supported its growth - like bees who pollinate the flowers,
and worms who nourish and aerate the soil,
The many farmworkers, both local and migrant, who tended to the crops,
kept them well-fed, watered, ploughed, weeded, and harvested them up
for you, sometimes in the pouring rain or searing summer heat,
The warehouse employees, the truck drivers and the retail workers who
were there every step of the way, sometimes overnight or for double shifts,
And finally, the person who bought it for you - who’s looking out for you and
wants you to have and enjoy this moment (maybe that’s you, maybe it’s a
parent or caregiver, or maybe it’s your teacher!)
Direct your attention back to the flow of your breath, letting the breath come
and go of its own will. Let’s take 3 deep breaths in from your nose, for a count
of 4 (count 1,2,3,4) and slowly out from your mouth for a count of 4 (count 14). Repeat.
When you are ready, slowly bring your attention back to your surroundings and
take a moment to notice how you feel.
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MINDFUL EATING (10 MINUTES)

Adapted from Mindfulness
Without Borders

Begin by asking students to share one word or phrase to describe how the
experience felt for them.
Talking points:
Generally, we eat without bringing much awareness and gratitude to the food
before us. With this mindfulness practice, we slow down and bring attention to the
moment-to-moment experience of eating. We take time to savour the taste of
each bite and enjoy the nourishment that food brings us.
We pause to appreciate the chain of events that takes place to bring food to our
plates, from the sun and rain that nourish our soil to the Indigenous lands that were
cared for hundreds of thousands of years pre-colonization, to the hard work of
migrant and food workers that cultivate and harvest our food.
This mindful practice helps us become grateful for having food in the first place
while also recognizing that many people around the world, including BIPOC folks,
disabled folks, people experiencing poverty, and folks who are houseless – who
are denied the right and dignified access to food.
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“JOURNEY OF A TOMATO” QUIZ (20 MINUTES)
Quiz Option #1: Keep it virtual and review the quiz together onscreen
You can share the “Journey of a Tomato” slides. Show one slide at a time to avoid
revealing the quiz answer. Ask a student to volunteer to read each question out
loud to the group. Students can type into the chat, use a virtual “reaction” or put
up their hand if they’re onscreen for each answer they think is correct. Take a tally
of the student's choices, continue to the next slide and provide the correct
answer, before moving to the next question.
This “Journey of a Tomato” quiz can also be taken interactively using personal
devices using the online quiz tool, Kahoot! To access this Kahoot! quiz, click here!
Prompts:
What are the different environmental and social impacts of each process in the
food system (i.e.: what are the impacts of each step in the tomato’s journey)?
When you are going through each question keep it in the back of your mind - is
this an environmental or social impact (ex. Slide 7 is about the environment,
whereas slide 14 is social)?
Quiz Option #2: Incorporate in-person movement & do a scavenger hunt
If your group is learning in person, and you have the space to ensure adequate
accessibility, you can begin this activity with a bit of movement – it will take some
set-up. Before the workshop, print out the “Journey of a Tomato” scavenger hunt
clues (found in supporting documents).
1. Pick locations in your classroom or another space (outside might be nice, too!)
where you’ll post each set of clues – you’ll need 10 different locations total.
2. At each location, post the fill-in-the-blank main clue and the three multiplechoice answer cards. Post them in sequential order, with the final set of clues
at the end location.
3. On the back of the correct answer card, you can either a) write the location of
the next clue; or, b) write a riddle leading to the next clue’s location. For
example, you could write “window,” or “Do you see rain, clouds, sunshine, or
maybe snow? Discover the next clue close to the _________.”
If you choose to include riddles, you can find many online resources for
scavenger hunt clues online, or get creative and come up with your own!
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“JOURNEY OF A TOMATO” QUIZ (20 MINUTES)
Divide participants into groups. Introduce the activity as a scavenger hunt tracing
the ‘journey of a tomato’ from field to table. Invite them to reflect on each clue as
they move through the activity.
Prompts:
Think about the food system as a whole – what is the purpose of the food
system? What are the different inputs and outputs of the food system?
You could brainstorm the various inputs and outputs on the board and
students could then use these inputs and outputs to create a visual
representation or infographic displaying what they’ve learned about the
food “system”.
Brainstorm some of the environmental and social impacts of each process in
the food system (i.e.: what are the impacts of each step in the tomato’s
journey)? We’ll dive deeper into these a little later, but it’s good to get an idea
of where students “are at” for now.
By making a mind map of some of the participant's ideas, and connecting
them to their various impacts, students will soon see how complicated the
food system can be, with many factors that might be considered when
deciding what’s for lunch!
See the following section for talking points.
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WHAT'S IN A 'FOODPRINT?' (20 MINUTES)
You can use a whiteboard or large sheet of chart paper to facilitate the
conversation popcorn-style in a large group, or hand out sticky notes for
participants to write ideas on individually first, followed by a group conversation.
Prompt: Think back to the environmental and social impacts of each step in the
tomato’s journey. The process that the tomato goes through leaves a lasting
impression on our world (both socially and environmentally); we like to call this a
“foodprint.” A foodprint represents the amount of land and water it takes to
provide the resources required to grow food, greenhouse gas emissions produced
and sustain a person's consumption levels, and re-absorb the associated waste
and the impacts on the health and wellbeing of all those (human and animal)
involved in its journey.
Ask: So, if we think about the tomato’s journey as a jumping-off point, what
factors need to be considered when we are talking about foodprints?
Share participants’ ideas and responses on chart paper.
Prompt: If students need some additional support to get their ideas flowing, you
could show this short video available on YouTube, “The Carbon Footprint Of A
Sandwich” (3:05). This video explores the fuel, emissions and space needed to
create one BLT sandwich.
Use the online tool, wheelspin to discuss 3-4 key factors. Or have participants
brainstorm ideas on chart paper using the points below.
Environmental Impact Considerations
The types of foods we eat (e.g. seasonal vs out of season, plants vs. animal
products).
The way food is grown (e.g. use of pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, clearing
large areas of land).
The way food is processed (e.g. machines, fuel, ingredients added).
How food is transported (e.g. mode, distance, load size).
The way food is stored (e.g. refrigeration, freezing, warehouse, electricity).
How the food is packaged (e.g. saran wrap, polystyrene, canning).
How and where the food is sold (e.g. supermarket energy usage vs. farmer’s
market stall).
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WHAT'S IN A 'FOODPRINT?' (20 MINUTES)
How the food is cooked (e.g. oven, stovetop, BBQ, microwave, raw).
How the scraps are disposed of (e.g. composting, garbage, green bins,
recycling).
Ask: What percentage of the Global Greenhouse Gas emissions do you think food
production is responsible for? If you guessed 37%, you’d be right! That’s just over
one-third. (New Scientist, Sept 2021)
To deepen the conversation, share the “Foodprints: Running the Numbers”
handout (found in supporting documents). Walk through the numbers with
participants.
Ask: Do any of these foodprint numbers surprise you? Do you think our food system
has a significant impact on climate change?
Talking point: Oftentimes, people will advocate for what they consider to be the
most environmentally-friendly option – like importing less foods and purchasing
foods grown locally. These are certainly important considerations to make.
However, we also need to think about the social impacts of our food choices. For
example, what if those local foods are grown by a worker with unsafe working
conditions? Building a better food system means prioritizing both the
environmental and social well-being of everyone involved.
Now, move into a discussion around the social factors to consider when we talk
about foodprints using the Social Impacts Kahoot quiz. Or hand out the "Social
Impacts" handout for smaller in person group discussion using the talking points
below.
Social Impact Considerations
Who is involved in the production of the food (e.g.: small-scale family-run farm
vs. large-scale operation that brings in migrant workers).
The work conditions that workers are subject to while producing the food
(e.g.: coverage under labour laws, human rights, safe workplaces, exposure to
pesticides leading to long-term debilitating health conditions or even death,
etc.).
How much farmworkers are paid for the food (e.g.: how much grocery stores
pay farmers for produce; living wage for migrant farm workers).
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WHAT'S IN A 'FOODPRINT?' (20 MINUTES)
The potential social limitations that eating for minimal environmental impact
might bring (e.g.:limited access to important cultural foods if only eating
“local” or non-animal derived options).
The potential for increased food insecurity if “eating for the planet” (e.g.: local,
organic produce is more expensive and often unaffordable, non-animal
sources of protein may be more expensive than animal sources in some
communities, poorer access to food in winter months when fresh food is
scarce/ prices increase).
Ask: When you think about food, do you often think about the social impacts of
your food choices? If so, where have you heard these topics being discussed
before? If not, where do you think they should be discussed? (e.g.: anywhere food
is shown, sold, made, or presented – like the grocery store, TV shows, food
magazines, etc.)
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ONE STEP AT A TIME (10 MINUTES)
To speed up this activity, you can print and cut out the footprint outlines (found in
supporting documents) beforehand. If you have more time, allow participants to
decorate and cut them out themselves.
Hand out footprints to participants. Invite them to consider ways their households
could minimize the social/environmental impacts of their food choices.
Ask: What ‘step’ could you take to reduce your foodprint at home? Have them
write/draw/collage one or more of those ‘steps’ on their footprint outline. Or have
them fill out the "Things You Can Do" handout individually/ in small groups.
Examples:
Eating less meat/ more plant-based meals;
Composting at home or in the City green bins;
Going to a local farmer’s market, farm stall or Good Food Market;
Choosing organic when you can;
Buying whole instead of pre-cut veggies to reduce plastic waste;
Growing your own veggies, fruits & herbs;
Collecting fruit and veggie scraps to make soup stock;
Buying or taking only what you think you need, to avoid waste;
Saving produce that’s “past it’s best” and using them for sauces, pickles,
preserves, jams or freezing, etc.
Once everyone has finished, have participants share their ‘step’ with the group,
and stick their step onto a large sheet of chart paper or a poster board.
Talking point: It’s great when we try to take these small steps at home when we
can – the planet loves it! But it’s important to recognize that we, as
individuals/youth, don’t always have control over our foodprints. Systems
changes need to happen too – big-ag corporations and governments need to
take on responsibility for making our food system more ethical and sustainable.
And remember, food choices are complicated - so much so that no two
households are alike! While your household may make certain choices to benefit
the environment, there are many reasons why your neighbours may look different,
or even non-existent. It’s important to be respectful of others’ food choices for
many reasons, such as accessibility, cost, availability, food preferences, allergies
and intolerances, cultural foods and rituals or celebrations associated with food.
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LET'S COOK! PICKLED CHERRY
TOMATOES (1 HOUR)
Refer to supporting documents for the “ Pickled cherry tomato” ingredient list and
recipe.
Once in the kitchen, review any safety rules that apply to that space:
Hairnets/gloves;
Handwashing;
Knife handling;
Cross-contamination;
And, how to use stovetops, ovens, and other appliances.
Divide the class into small teams. Hand out the recipe and show each team their
prep station. Ask participants to organize who will complete each prep duty and
help by demonstrating. Duties could include: reading the recipe, measuring,
washing, cutting, mixing, etc.
Tip: Hand out a sign-up sheet for cleaning duties now to expedite the clean-up at
the end.
Why did we pick this recipe for today? Talking points for quick pickles include:
What’s “in a pickle?”
Preserving foods in jars is an ancient tradition', and it’s one that can be found
across the globe.
Think kosher pickles from New York, chutneys from India, kimchi from
Korea, miso pickles from Japan, salted duck eggs from China, pickled
herring from Scandinavia, corned beef from Ireland, salsas from Mexico,
saskatoon berry jam from Turtle Island and so on.
Ask: Do you have any cultural pickles you grew up eating?
Pickling is different from other methods of preservation because it alters the
natural taste and texture of the food we’re working within really interesting
ways.
There are three ways to pickle: quick (refrigerator) pickles; canned pickles (using
a hot-water canning process); and lacto-fermented pickles (which use good
bacteria to ferment the veggies). We’re using the quick pickle method!
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LET'S COOK! PICKLED CHERRY
TOMATOES (1 HOUR)
Pick pickles for the planet.
Food scraps contribute more volume to landfill than anything else! Wasting
less food is one of the most effective ways that you can reduce your personal
foodprint.
Pickling is perfect for this – whenever you’re doing a fridge clean-out, you can
use whatever fruits or vegetables you have left to pickle.
It’s a great way to avoid wasting this produce (veggies might not have been
eaten or gotten thrown away), and it works to actually extend their shelf-life,
which saves money!
Preserving at home with methods like pickling also brings us closer to our food.
By engaging in these practices, we’re building up our food knowledge and
literacy through these practices which reduces our reliance on the corporate
food chain.
Students can take their pickles home with them, but if you have time, you could
include a tasting session here of different pickled foods for participants to test
out – some fun options to include might be dill pickles, sauerkraut, kimchi, mango
chutney. To prompt conversation while you eat, you could ask:
Which pickled food here is your favourite? Did any of the flavours surprise you?
What are some other vegetables or fruits you would like to try pickling?
What was your favourite part of being in the kitchen today?
Clean up! Using the sign-up sheet handed out at the beginning of cooking, have
everyone help out with the basic cleaning duties (clearing tables and plates,
loading the dishwasher, putting foodstuff away).
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CONCLUSION AND CONSOLIDATION
End the session with a quick group debrief. You can either do this as a large
group (popcorn style) or in smaller teams (with reporting back).
Ask participants to list the three most important or interesting things they
learned during the session, and then invite them to share this with the group.
Review responses as a large group, adding in any key take-home messages
from below that might have been left out:
It takes many steps for our food to get from the field onto our kitchen
tables – the social and environmental impact that those steps have are
called a “foodprint.”
There are many factors to consider when making food choices, including
the amount of water it takes to produce the food, greenhouse gas
emissions, distance travelled, packaging, and waste. But on top of that, we
need to be realistic. Other factors such as cost, accessibility, preference
and availability are also very important and legitimate considerations.
Changes need to happen both at a systems and individual level to create a
more sustainable food system that supports our environment.
Evaluation: Kahoot Quiz specifically designed for after this Foodprints 101
workshop. Click here to access!
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FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES (OPTIONAL)

LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT EXPLORATION
The purpose of this activity is to prompt participants to critically think through our
relationships with food, land, and nature within the framework of the “Dish With
One Spoon.” First, have participants read the land acknowledgement aloud in a
group. Ask them if they know what the “Dish With One Spoon Wampum Belt
Covenant” is. Write participants’ ideas down on chart paper.
Share this video with about the story behind Toronto’s land acknowledgement.
After watching the video together, ask participants to reflect on the takeaway
learnings from the video.
Never take more than your share of what you need.
Make sure there’s enough food to go around for everybody, including future
generations.
Don’t cause bloodshed when you take from the earth.
In groups, invite participants to talk about these three teachings. Prompt them to
come up with ideas about how these teachings might influence the way we
interact or engage with our food system. Ask: What changes could we make to the
food system that would allow us to live in line with these teachings? What changes
could you make on a personal level? What needs to be done on a broader scale?
Encourage participants to discuss different parts of the food system (i.e.:
growing, production, access, etc.). Some ideas to get you going:
We should be more connected to our food. Our food system distances us from
the land and the food we eat – learning more about where our food comes
from can help us rebuild that connection.
Our food system produces so much food, and still so many people don’t have
enough – how can we build a system where everyone has what they need?
Food growing needs to be more in tune with the seasons and land! More
traditional knowledge in agriculture, less big corporate growers!
Regroup, invite groups to share what they discussed.
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FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES (OPTIONAL)
OTHER FOODSHARE LESSON PLANS
If you’d like to further explore the connections between our food system, the
environment, and sustainability with participants, check out any of the following
workshop outlines available on FoodShare’s educator resources page.
Great Big Crunch: Spotlight on Migrant Farm Workers (2021)
Cooking Off the Grid (“Hummus in a Bag”)
Turn Food Scraps into Fashion
#ScrappySalad worksheet
#GrowToYourRoom worksheet
#SoBadItsGood worksheet

RESOURCES
What’s Your Food Footprint? EarthLab (2017)
Video that covers the space needed to grow/produce foods and beverages from
an “average” diet over the course of one year.
The EAT-Lancet Commission on Food, Planet, Health (2019)
Can we feed a future population of 10 billion people a healthy diet within planetary
boundaries?
Mindfulness Without Borders
Seeking mindfulness practices and education for a more compassionate and
kinder world. Learn about Mindfulness Without Borders (MWB) techniques to
bolster positive emotional development, critical thinking, resilience and overall
well-being in youth and adults.
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